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On June 2 French Foreign Minister Jean Sauvagnargues,
evidently trying somehow to mitigate the impression left by
the sensational statement of the Chief of Staff of the Armed
Forces of France, said in a government radio interview that
the statement supposedly "contains no new elements, unless
(unless! - Pravda Ed.) you count the fact that we will try,
through the strengthening of our armed forces, to fulfill our
obligations."
And then followed the already traditional affirmation: "We
left the united organization of the Atlantic alliance in 1966, in
order to preserve our independence in taking decisions. We
excluded any return to the united organization."
Lovely. But the what need for the above-cited phrase unless you count the fact that we will try," etc? This question
natur ally arises in themind of many French, and not only
French pol itic ians
This. for example, is what former Defense Minister and
former Prime Minister General Pierre Messmer said - and
he is someone who certainly knows what he's talking about
on military questions: "This presumes that our armed forces
. will from now on be deployed under NATO command .... New
ties between NATO arid the French staff will undoubtedly be
created .... This is a leap backwards. This is not progress.
This is a retreat."
.

.

And Messmer. emphasizing that this is a matter of "a
fundamental change in French doctrine," recalled that "for
10 years the French armed forces were no longer slated for
taking up some section of a front against Czechoslovakia or
the German Democratic Republic, but were rather held in
reserve. in a fashion."
The French Socialist Party figure Chevenement said:
"The military policy of the government is leading to a return
to NATO. This policy ignores the interests of France. It gives
priority to the hypothesis of convential conflict in Europe
between the two blocs. It ignores the special characteristics

of our geographical location.... In brief, it is a bread with the
policy of independence and sovereignty which was conducted
by General DeGaulle."
The statement of the Politburo of the French Communist
Party. states that General Mery has asserted the inclusion'of
. the country's military means into the NATO system. This,
says the statement. betrays an intention "to turn our army
into an auxiliary force of the West. German army on the
borders of the socialist countries." The authors of the new
doctrine refer "to the Soviet Union and other socialist states
of Europe as enemies" of France. Such a policy, notes the
statement. "runs counter to international relaxation of
tensions and peaceful coexistence."
Such are the outcries evoked by the statement of the Chief
of Staff of the Armed Forces of France on the new strategy.
To this it remains to add that, as Le Monde reported on June
3. "the explications given by General Mery were not im
provised. They were first communicated in March. to the
Higher Research Institute of National Defense.... There is no
basis to suppose that the Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces
made his' statement without the approval of the highest
governmental authorities."
All the more urgently and acutely. then. do broad circles of
the French public now pose the lawful question: where can
this new military doctrine lead France?
We think that the fundamental national interests of France
lie not in playing up to the interests of the aggressive NATO
bloc. but in ensuring all-European security and cooperation
on the basis of strict observance of the Final Act of the all
European (Helsinki) conference and the Principles of
Relations between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
and the French Republic. signed at the summit level.
The vital interests of all the peoples of Europe demand
strict and consistent implementation of the extremely im
portant tenets of those do cumen ts.

The Hidden Story of Rocky's Nuclear Machine

Nelson Rockefeller and Henry Kissinger:
The History of Their Attempts to Blow Up the World.
June II (NSIPS) - The Rockefeller family, directed by
Nelson Rockefeller. has over the last 30 years built up a
political faction of nuclear madmen - known in official
circles as "Utopians." The insane strategy of the Utopians
for "winning" World War III against the Soviet Union by
nuclear warfare terror descends directly from the theory of
Fascist Italy's Commissioner of Aviation General Guilio
Douhet for "command of the air" and the Nazis' strategy of
massive bombing of civilian population centers known as
"Terrorangriff. "
The Rockefeller Utopian faction organized their fascist
private nuclear war plotting apparatus directly out of their
World War II Strategic Bombing Survey and British-linked
Operations Research groups. After the war these were
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constituted as the Rand Corporation. the Hudson Institute.
the MITRE Corporation. and later in the 1960s. the Institute
for Policy Studies - an apparatus that is now completely
interfaced with such key Rockefeller-controlled government
and military agencies as the National Security Council. the
North Atlantic T reaty Organization (NATO). the U.S. A ir
Force, the Energy Research and Development Agency
(formerly the Atomic Energy Commission). and the head of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. This private machine constitutes
Rockefeller and hi s Utopians' own command and control
apparatus for nuclear war and is the vehicle for their
relentless. insurrectional drive for the button.
Rockefeller and his Utopians have held the world hostage
for more than 30 years to their insane nuclear warfare terror
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drive. It was the Rockefeller Utopian cabal that was directly
responsible for the A-bomb attacks on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. It was the same Rockefeller Utopian cabal that set
up and staged the Cuban missile crisis as a pretext for what
they hoped and expected would be a final nuclear warfare
showdown victory over the Soviet Union. It is this same
fascist Utopian war-planning machine that today - in open
defiance of the policy of President Ford - is attempting to
launch a nuclear war in the Middle East to prepare the way
for an anticipated thermonuclear showdown confrontation
with the Soviet Union.

Utopians versus Traditionalists
Rockefeller and his Utopian cohorts have fashioned their
nuclear "doctrine" around Douhet's completely discredited
thesis that massive terror bombing of selected civilian
population centers - or even the communicated threat of
such bombings - will physically and psychologically destroy
any nation's will to resist and guarantee victory in any
modern war.
The Rockefeller Utopian crazies have dictated their rules
to the Soviet leadership for a gradual or limited nuclear war.
Rockefeller and his Utopian faction propose that they can use
nuclear weapons when and where they choose to defend their
self-defined strategic interests with immunity. They are
anxious to play a nuclear warfare chicken game with the
Sovietleadership - a nuclear chicken game that is designed
to prepare a massive first strike nuclear attack on the USSR
to be followed by invasion and conquest once the Soviets have
"backed down." The fact that the Soviets have publicly and
explicitly rejected any notion of "limited" or "regional"
nuclear war and have made it clear that they would fight a
total all-out nuclear war in the face of any Rockefeller
instigated nuclear attack has not yet dissuaded the Rocke
feller Utopian madmen.
Their Traditionalist opponents have included all the oc
cupants of the White House from Truman on and most of the
country's military leaders - especially from the Army and
Navy - as well as the large majority of the country's elected
representatives in Congress.
Traditionalists believe the purpose of nuclear weapons is to
prevent total war. They see nuclear weapons as deterring
•
World War III.
Traditionalists firmly maintain that there is a distinct
"firebreak" between nuclear and non-nuclear weapons.
Committed to the defense of the nation, the capitalist
Traditionalist adopts one or another version of the Mutually
Assured Destruction (MAD) doctrine. They use diplomacy to
seek a reduction of tensions and a limitation of the arms race.
For the Traditionalist, there is no such thing as a limited or
gradual nuclear war: any such war the United States begins,
the Traditionalists realize, necessarily means at best mutual
annihilation.
Even such a bullet-headed Yahoo as the late Traditionalist
General Douglas MacArthur in 1955 blasted the Rockefeller
cabal's demand for a preventive nuclear war against the
Soviet Union: "War has become a Frankenstein to destroy
both sides . . . . If you lose, you are annihilated. If you win,
you stand only to lose. No longer does it possess the chance of
a winner of a duel - it contains rather the germs of double
suicide."

While the United States enjoyed a distinct advantage in
strategic weaponry and delivery capability, the Rockefeller
Utopian cabal did everything in their power to force U.S.
Presidents to launch a "preventive nuclear war" against the
Soviet Union regardless of the consequences.
The Rockefeller Utopian cabal has never made a distinc
tion between conventional and nuclear war - they regard
nuclear weapons as conventional. The Rockefeller Utopian
policy is one of immediately escalating all regional conflicts
to the nuclear level if possible.
Rockefeller and his Utopians have constructed an
elaborate command-and-control structure replete with
"wonder weapon" technological gadgetry, and have per
meated existing governmental institutions to prepare Uie
execution of their aims.
For 31 years, while Rockefeller held a gun at the heads of
Presidents, the world has trembled under the nuclear terror
fostered by the psychotic Rockefeller Utopians. The often
lonely and steadfast battles against Rockefeller's crazed
nuclear rampage demands fought by elected presidents of
the United States - Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy, Nixon,
and now Ford, themselves virtual prisoners in the White
House - have thus far prevented the Utopian push over the
edge. Fortunately for mankind, Rocky never captured the
White House and all the men who have occupied the
presidential seat of power have been Traditionalists.
Today, Rockefeller's nuclear war drive is far more
dangerous than ever before. The clinically insane Rocke
feller is once again in open insurrection against the president
of the United States. He and his hireling Henry Kissinger
seek nothing less than nuclear "Reichstag Fire" terrorist
attacks leading to the establishment of police states and a
simultaneous nuclear warfare showdown with the Soviet
Union to be kicked off by a Mideast regional nuclear war.
Rockefeller's Hiroshima and Nagasaki
Nelson Rockefeller was right in the middle of World War II
war planning. Not only did he run the office of Coordinator of
Inter-American Affairs (CIAA) as a Nazi collaborator working in coordination with the I.G. Farben spy networks in
the United States, Latin America, and Vichy France - but
also he was instrumental in setting up the entire U.S.
strategic bombing (terror bombing) capability during the
war.
The two strategic bombing outfits Rockefeller established
were the so-called Operations Research Group (OR) - which
later became the Rand Corporation - and the Strategic
Bombing Survey. Their assignment was to study the ef
fectiveness of Nazi and Italian fascist terror bombing, to
assess the results of the Allied saturation bombing against
population centers, and to plan future terror and nuclear
bombing attacks.
The OR Group, which included future Secretary of Defense
McNamara, was headed by Rockefeller family flunky Dr.
James B. Conant, chairman of the U.S. National Defense
Research Council. The Strategic Bombing Survey, which the
Rockefellers set up in coordination with the Morgan financier
faction and their insurance company, Prudential, was
directed by some of Nelson Rockefeller's top hirelings. The
Strategic Bombing Survey was run by CIAA Deputy Director
Paul Nitze, and such other Rockefeller-Morgan braintrusters
as George Ball, John Kenneth Galbraith, Henry Alexander,
•

•
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and Rensis Likert. Inspired by the Nazi and Italian examples
of mass mental and physical destruction through terror
bombing of population centers, these Rockefeller fascist
outfits advised that the fire-bombing of Dresden and the
dropping of atomic bombs on Japan would secure a great
American psychological warfare victory.
The Rockefeller hatchetmen controlling President Harry
Truman - including Rockefeller lawyer and War Depart
ment head Henry Stimson; his assistant John J. McCloy,
Rockefeller banker "and future president of David Rocke
feller's Chase Manhattan; and Conant - made the final
"decision to use the A-bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
hiding from Harry Truman the now well-known fact that the
Japanese were on the verge of complete surrender.
The explicit reasons for the heinous Rockefeller-authored
nuclear decision, made apparent in government documents
released years later, was to threaten the Soviets with the
same A-bomb treatment if they did not surrender Eastern
Europe to ultimate political and military control by u.S.
imperialists. Rockefeller dropped the bomb to prevent 1
million Soviet troops poised in Manchuria, from occupying
Japan.
Previously, official joint U.S.-Soviet occupation of Japan
had been agreed upon in diplomatic negotiations. Rocky
wanted Japan all to himself.
Seen in this light, one might think that the A-bombing of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki was the first act of the Cold War.
Actually, Nazi collaborator Nelson Rockefeller had already
beaten the A�bombs to the punch. In July, 1945 in San
Francisco, shortly before the atomic attack on Japan, Nazi
collaborator and CIAA director Nelson Rockefeller barged
uninvited into the San Francisco conference meeting to draw
up the United Nations charter and plan the formation of that
body. Rockefeller demanded first that the Monroe Doctrine
be incorporated verbatim into the UN charter! He demanded
that the fascist Argentine Axis-government of Juan Peron be
officially recognized by the UN body! He demanded that the
Soviet Union not be allowed to hold Eastern Europe!
Asserting that the UN should not be allowed to exist unless
the body accepted his outrageous and provocative demands,
Rockefeller concluded his tirade by accusing the official U.S.
conference representatives, Alger Hiss and Dorothy Fosdick,
of selling out to the Communists!
In one blow, this was the actual start of the Cold War and
McCarthyism. Only an incredible accomodation by Stalin
prevented the UN from aborting at birth.
In 1946, Rockefeller was already trying to run the U.S.
government from his position as Undersecretary of State. He
was pushing Truman to use the limited U.s. nuclear arsenal
as quickly" as possible against the Soviet Union before the
Soviets got the bomb. He continued his support and
collaboration with fascist Jualt Peron against the express
orders of President Truman.
Fed up with what he called "Rockefeller's insubordina
tion" (that is, insurrection), Truman fired Rockefeller in

1946.
Rockefeller Utopians Demand
Go-For-Broke
The Rockefeller cabal and his CIA cohorts wanted to shoot
the works with their then-limited arsenal of A-bombs against
the Soviet Union shortly after the World War II armistice.
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The Rockefeller madmen were not even held in check by
the
knowledge that they did not yet possess the capability to
destroy the Soviet Union through nuclear attack and that the
Red Army would justifiably occupy all of Europe with ease
immediately following any such nuclear strike. In
recognition of this fact, NATO's official policyline at its
formation was "Hold the Pyrenees" if the Soviets moved on
Europe in response to a U.S. nuclear strike.
If the U.S. had won the race for the H-bomb, the Soviet
Union would have likely been wiped off the face of the earth.
Details of this heinous secret nuclear conspiracy against
the Soviet workers' state are supplied in insider accounts of
the history of the Rockefeller Utopian cabal's mad drive for
nuclear preventive war. Readers are referred for some of the
details to the revealing and informative accounts by former
Navy officer and State Department official, the staunch
Traditionalist James Lowe in The Age of Deterrence and the
Traditionalist Col. Fletcher Prouty in The Secret Team.
This Rockefeller plot in the 1946-49 period is a matter of
public record. Soon after the war, in 1946, 73 U.S. scientists
who had been OR specialists, with Army, Air Force and
Rockefeller family funding, founded Project Rand, the
forerunner of the Rand Corporation, to carryon the
genocidal tradition they had recently initiated. By 1947, the
U.S. Air Force was founded as the cabal's own private
military branch with the Utopian motto, "Unhampered by
tradition."
In 1948, Rockefeller sponsored the "Finletter Report" of
Thomas Finletter (later the organizer of the CIA's Eugene
McCarthy campaign in 1968) which urged an atomic attack
against the Soviet Union. Major Alexander P. De Seversky
published a similarly Rockefeller-sponsored call for an
atomic attack on the Soviets in his book Victory Through Air
Power. Rockefeller-Buckley flunky James Burnham wrote
the "bible" on the need for a preventive nuclear war against
the USSR during this period. The Luce family's Air Force
Col. C.J.V. Murphy, editor of Fortune magazine, then was
and still is - the major press conduit for Rockefeller's
preventive nuclear war propaganda. At the same time,
Fabian Bertrand Russell in Britain was publicly calling for
the nuclear annihilation of the Soviet Union, before "the
•
totalitarians" got the "ultimate weapon."

The 1949 B-36 hearings, for example, were a mere pretext
for promulgation of the psychotic Utopian nuclear scheme.
All the talk in the Rockefeller circles was' 'rollback," of the
Iron Curtain, "liberation," and "preventive war." As
Traditionalist James Lowe strongly suggests, the 1948
suicide of Navy Secretary of Defense James Forrestal, a
Traditionalist, was caused by the enormous pressure on him
from the Rockefeller-Utopian cabal to A-bomb the Soviet
Union despite the deficiency of U.S. conventional forces in
Europe.

Rocky and Dulles Brothers
Demand "Nuke 'Em"
Throughout the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s, Nelson Rockefeller
has been looking desperately for any angle, opening, gim
mick or trick to start and win a nuclear war. With the failure
of the Marshall Plan to provide the necessary economic
recovery for looting purposes in Europe, and with Truman
t

holding fast against Rockefeller demands for a preventive
nuclear war adventure. Rocke �eller was forced to settle for
the limited Korean War. In 1950. Rockefeller created the so
called U.S. Psychological Warfare Board (USPWB). ap
pointed himself head of it. and launched a nuclear sabre
rattling black propaganda campaign that destabilized the
worl d situation and precipitated the Korean conflict. John
Gunther. stationed in Japan at the time. reveals in his book
. Douglas MacArthur that U.S. government and intelligence
agencies started the Korean conflict by deliberately
beginning war forays into North Korea to which the North
Koreans responded with force.
In 1953. with a Republican national election victory. the
Rockefeller Utopian retinue moved in force on the U.S.
government. taking over the new Republican administration.
John Foster Dulles. the old Standard Oil-I.G. Farben lawyer
from the firm of Sullivan and Cromwell. took over the
Secretary of State position; Allen Dulles. John Foster's
brother. became head of the CIA; and Nelson. in 1954.
created for himself the post of Special Advisor to the
President for National Security affairs in order to
manipulate Einsenhower into a nuclear first strike at the
first propitious moment. Immediately John Foster Dulles
announced the so-called New Look and his infamous nuclear
first strike doctrine of "massive retaliation." The hideous
doctrine publicly and explicitly posited that the U.S. would
launch a massive nuclear first strike against the Soviet
Union upon any Soviet "interference" with U.S. economic.
political and military interests in regional areas (that is.
anywhere in the Third World).
With the Korean War stalemated. Rocky and the Dulles
brothers in the saddle. and the Air Force's Strategic Air
Command elevated to a position of complete supremacy in
the military. the Dulles "massive retaliation" doctrine was
put right into action. As noted by writer and historian John
Spanier along with Sherman Adams. the "Ron Nessen" of the
Eisenhower administration. Rocky and Dulles tried to start a
nuclear war just before the Korean armistice was signed!
In May 1953. Dulles told Indian Prime Minister Nehru that
the U.S. was going to use tactical atomic weapons to
"provide a tremendous beef-up in the United States punch."
Air Force Reserve Colonel C.J.V. Murphy reported that a
squadron of F-84G jets was sent to Japan at that time. armed
with tactical atomic weapons ready for use.
During 1954. Rocky and his Utopians rode herd on the
administration. The Atomic Energy Commission under
Lewis Strauss was an insider to the Dulles "massive
retaliation" horror: the Army knuckled under. with its at
tack from McCarthy: the Dulleses had the State Department
and the CIA pursuing all-out for preventive nuclear war;
and. as James Lowe points out. "the Department of Defense
had been stormed by the Utopians." From Rand
Headquarters at Santa Monica. Cambridge. Mass.. and
Princeton. N.J.. Rockefeller utopian madmen mathematicians. physicists. and economists - were chur
ning out nuclear war scenarios and gameplans for im
plementation by the National Security Council. the Rocke
feller-Rand SAC Command. NATO. and other key command
and-control points in the Utopian factions now fully coor
dinated in the nuclear warfare private machine.

In this period Rockefeller activated his henchmen. in
cluding Senator Joe McCarthy and pseudo-scientist Edward
Teller to disorient and silence dissenting Traditionalist op
position to the Utopians' preventive nuclear war policy. The
Army-McCarthy hearings and the Robert Oppenheimer
hearings were but two examples of this witchhunt against the
Traditionalists.
Only the White House had not been completely captured.
President Eisenhower. a conservative Traditionalist at
heart. overruled the Utopians in his cabinet and executive
branch and torpedoed Rocky's drive on three specific oc
casions: "massive retaliation" in Indochina in April,
Quemoy in September 1954. and at the Tachen Islands in
January.
Special Advisor to the President for National Security
Affairs. Rockefeller. and the Dulles brothers had been in a
berserk rage and desire to go for broke since the August 1953
Soviet development of the H-bomb. When the Soviets
deliberately demonstrated their long-range jet bomber
delivery capability in July 1954. it sent Rocky and the
Dulleses into a total psychotic rampage demanding that the
U.S. nuclear arsenal be thrown at the Soviet Union at once.
Eisenhower. facing the same Utopian nuclear onslaught
that Gerald Ford is facing from Rockefeller and Kissinger
today. was forced to hold a press conference on August 11.
1954 to state his firm Traditional beliefs and his firm op
position to nuclear war: ". . . a 'preventive war' is un
thinkable because. by whatever name it is called. it would
still be war. and an atomic war to boot. It would mean that in
fear of future dangers we would be courting suicide and the
annihilation of our civilization - a policy not of wisdom but of
desperation."
When he realized its implications. Eisenhower completely
skuttled the Rockefeller-Dulles "massive retaliation" New
Look.ln September 1954 Eisenhower overruled his "State and
military advisors" Dulles and Rockefeller when the Com
munist Chinese began shelling Quemoy and the utopian
"fire-eaters" wanted to blast the gun emplacements on the
mainland. In December 1954. Eisenhower overruled them
again when they demanded an atomic strike over the
Communist Chinese shelling of the Tachen Islands. In 1958.
during the Lebanese crisis when U.S. Marines invaded
Lebanon. Eisenhower overruled the Rockefeller Utopian
government once again.
Enter Henry Kissinger
Mad bomber Henry Kissinger's 1957 Council on Foreign
Relations study. financed by the Rockefeller Family Fund.
Nuclear Weapons and Foreign Policy. was the basis for a
Rockefeller Utopian counterattack against Eisenhower and a
renewed bloody drive for a preventive nuclear war - the so
called "New. New Look." "In the event of war," psychotic
Rockefeller flunky Kissinger wrote. "which side is likely to
gain by fighting a limited nuclear war? Here our superior
industrial potential. the broader range of our technology. and
the adaptability of our social institutions should give us the
advantage . . . . It will be strategically most productive to
use weapons sufficiently complex to exploit its industrial
advantage. sufficiently destructive so that manpower.cannot
be substituted for technology. yet discriminating enough to
permit the establishment of a significant margin of
superiority. "
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"The introduction of nuclear weapons on the battlefield
will shake the very basis of Soviet tactical doctrine,"
Kissinger continued,expounding Rockefeller's new doctrine
of "limited nuclear war." "Everything depends on leader
ship of a high order, personal initiative, and mechanical
aptitude . .. self-reliance .. . spontaneity . .. and initiative
(that) grow naturally out of our social institutions."
It was Nelson Rockefeller who first personally presented
Kissinger's findings on strategic doctrine to the U.S.
Congress in the late 1950s. Similarly, when his proposals
were stymied first by President Eisenhower and then by
President Kennedy,it was Nelson Rockefeller who proposed
to Congress in 1962 and again in 1963 that NATO S upreme
Commander should be given the power to order the use of
America n nuclear weapons with or without the consent of the
President of the United States. President Kennedy firmly
rejected the idea making a final definitive statement bc the
matter i n October 1963 - one month before his assassination.
With the public unveiling of the Kissinger limited nuclear
war doctrine, the Rockefeller Utopian crazies launched
another nuclear surge from 1957 to 1960. After the Soviets
launched the Sputnik affair, Rockefeller released the Rocke
feller Foundation-sponsored and Henry Kissinger-authored
"Mid-Century Report" and pushed the trumped up "Missile
Gap" hoax and the massive "civil defense" "fall-out" shelter
scare. developed in collaboration with Herman Kahn's
Hudson Institute and the Rand Corporation.
Nelson Rockefeller, who acquired the nickname in higher
political circles of "Fallout Shelter," tried to finalize his
plans for nuclear war with his insane personally-directed
national fallout shelter campaign. Then governor of New
York. the Strangelove of American politics demanded that
every American build a fallout shelter in his back yard.
Companies wertt into mass production of fallout shelters.
Rocky then orchestrated a psychological warfare terror
�ampaign to prepare the population for nuclear war. Among
Its themes was: "Should you shoot your neighbor if he tries to
enter your fallout shelter?"
At the same time, Nelson Rockefeller and the Rockefeller
Foundation financed the so-called Rockefeller Mid-Century
Report, authored by his flunky Kissinger, which demanded
that the United States begin an all-out escalation of nuclear
a�ms and missile production to "put the U.S. in a position to
WID a nuclear war." It further called for the reorganization of
the U.S. Armed Forces and Defense Department, placing
exclusive emphasis on nuclear weapons. The Report also
proposed to cripple conventional branches of the military in
order to leave no other course than nuclear showdown and '
ultimately, nuclear war.
The Real Story About
The Cuban Missile Crisis
Rockefeller's grip over the new Kennedy administration
was complete. Among the Rockefeller Utopian controllers
were: Rosewell Gilpatrick, Under Secretary of Defense and
former Secretary of the Air Force; McGeorge Bundy,
Special Advisor to the President on National Security Affairs
and Rockefeller front man; George Ball. Undersecretary of
State and one of Rockefeller's old Strategic Bombing Survey
boys; Douglas Dillon. Secretary of the Treasury and an old
banking partner of Rockefeller from the Dillon, Read and Co.
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investment firm; John McCone,Director of the CIA from the
Rockefeller-Bechtel combine; Dean Rusk, Secretary of State
and former Rockefeller Foundation president; and Robert
McNa '!l ara,Secretary of Defense and Ford Motor Co�pany
executIve from the old Operations Research.
In 1962, it was suddenly announced that the supposed
missile gap was a hoax, that the U. S. had a 4 to 1 nuclear
advantage,and Rockefeller was once again moving all out to
prepare a nuclear showdown with the Soviet Union. Defense
Secretary McNamara was sent by the Rockefeller Utopian
cabal to annou,nce in his infamous June 16, 1962 speech in
Ann Arbor, MICh., that the United States is prepared to
launch a "counterforce " first strike against Soviet missile
silos. McNamara laid out "Marques of Queensbury " rules
for a nuclear chicken game. In this speech, Rockefeller
announced to the wotld that the U.S. was going to preserve
the "option" of fighting a "controlled thermonuclear war. "
The Rockefeller Utopian cabal was intentionally setting up a
nuclear confrontation with the Soviet Union. The Cuban
missile crisis was a direct result of their heinous conspiracy.
The response of peace-loving forces all over the world was
shock at this bald pronouncement of intentions to prepare a
nuclear first strike attack. The French under Gen. Charles
DeGaulle's direction, immediately established the in
dependent force de frap pe .
Soviet Premier Khrushchev, on July 10, 1962 at the World
Conference on General Disarmament and Peace, declared
that "the league of war-industrial monopolies, the 'death
me rc ha nt s,' and the zealout militarists - this military in
dustrial complex as ex-President Eisenhower described it is heating up the arms race to a frenzy." Khrushchev an
swered the McNamara "doctrine" directly: "The U.S. press
says that McNamara's st ateme nt had the approval of the
White House, and interprets it as a sort of proposal to the
Soviet Union on 'rules' of conducting a nuclear war ....It is
a monstrous proposal filled from beginning to end with a
misanthropic disdain for men,for mankind,because it seeks
to legalize nuclear war and thereby the murder of millions
upon millions of people .... " Khrushchev further accused
the United States of plotting "preve nt ive war" under the
cover of "taking the initiative."
The fact that the e nt ire rotten affair was a Rockefeller
setup for nuclear war was confirmed by the recent public
admission of former West German Chancellor Willy Brandt
that he and neo-Nazi Fra nz-Jo sef Strauss, former West
German defense minister, were in contact with "high
government officials" (that is, the Utopian planners) and
were prepared to go to war over Berlin one week before the
Cuban missile crisis, but that Ke nned y nixed the plan! Lowe
in his book The Age of Deterrence confirms that "the obvious
issue (such as Berlin o r Cuba) was to use any Communist
aggression as the pretex� to get in the first strike."
In the face of the cabal's public announcement of plans to
commit nuclear aggression, in the summer of 1962 the
Soviets sent defensive anti-aircraft weapons and SAM
missiles to Cuba. CIA est imates . since made public, noted
this and informed the President that this constituted no
threat whatsoever t o t he United St ate s.
Th�n in August 1962, R{lcke feller ran a psychological
warfare operation to prepare the crisis atmosphere for the
anticipated provoked nucle ar showdown with the USSR

through his front man, the Republican SenatOr from New
York, Kenneth Keating. Keating began announcing in a
hoked-up black propaganda campaign that the Soviets had
delivered offensive nuclear weapons - fully weeks before
they were shipped!
Accounts by administration insiders including Arthur
Schlesinger, Jr. and Roger Hillsman provide ample evidence
of the phony Rockefeller orchestration of the entire affair.
Schlesinger, in his book A Thousand Days, reveals that
Bundy, CIA Director John McCone, and other top Executive
Committee members withheld from Kennedy the "informa
tion" about missile installments in Cuba until they . had their
"case prepared."
In mid-October, at the first Ex Com National Security
Council meetings on the crisis, Rockefeller's Utopians
presented Kennedy with an ultimatum - an air strike, a
"surgical operation" to eliminate the bases in a sudden
surprise attack <that is, a nuclear attack on Cuba). Bobby
Kennedy immediately demanded some other alternatives:
"Surely there was some other course than bombing." The
Attorney General, as Roger Hilsman reveals, made clear
that he did not want to see John F. Kennedy go down in
history as "the American Tojo." " For the United States to
attack a small country without warning," he said, "would
irreparably hurt our reputation in the world - and our own
conscience."
Thi.s move would certainly have precipitated a general
thermonuclear war. Fortunately, the more sane and cautious.
President Kennedy, with his brother and the late Adlai
Stevenson, then U.S. ambassador to the United Nations,
negotiated a face-saving compromise with Khrushchev.
Kennedy publicly repudiated and rejected the nuclear
brinksmanship policy foisted upon him by the Rockefeller
gangsters. On June 10. 1963 Kennedy said, ". .. And above
all, while defending our own vital interests, nuclear powers
must avert those confrontations which bring an adversary to
a choice of either a humiliated retreat or a nuclear war. To
adopt that kind of course in the Nuclear Age would be
evidence only of the bankruptcy of our policy - or of a
collective death wish for the world."
President Kennedy began to increasi ngly resist the Rocke
feller fascist invisible government machine and the CIA. He
had already fired Allen Dulles as head of the CIA in 1962. In
1963 Kennedy halted another Rockefeller-CIA Bay of Pigs
invasion plan and resisted the Vietnam buildup. Against the
express wishes of the Rockefeller crowd, Kennedy sent
Averell Harriman to negotiate the 1963 Test Ban treaty with
the Soviet Union. Just months before he was assassinated,
Kennedy sought to open negotiations with Fidel Castro in
Cuba to achieve detente.
The evidence is overwhelming that Kennedy paid for his
actions for world peace and his intransigence against Rocke
feller with his life. In November 1963, the President was shot
and killed - a coup d'etat had occurred in America. Since
that time, the presidents of the U.S. - Lyndon Johnson,
Richard Nixon. and Gerald Ford - have been prisoners of
the Rockefeller apparatus, trapped in a controlled en
vironment under the Rockefeller gun, as the assassination of
presidential candidate Robert Kennedy in 1968, the at
tempted murder of George Wallace in 1972, and the two

recent assassination attempts on President Gerald Ford dramatically attest.Rockefeller and Kissinger, in open in
surrection against the U.S. government since 1963, decided to
forego the expenditure of a bullet for Richard Nixon, settling
on an NSC-CIA "destabilization" operation to drive him from
office.
There is extremely strong evidence to indicate that the
assassination of Kennedy was designed to initiate yet another
nuclear warfare showdown with the USSR. Lee Harvey
Oswald, the alleged assassin, was in fact a low-level CIA
brainwashed zombie agent and patsy. He was infiltrated by
the CIA into the USSR and planted in several CIA-created
phony Cuban support groups to give him an artificially
constructed left identity. Rockefeller and the CIA doubtless
planned to blame the Kennedy assassination on the USSR
and Cuba, but this was aborted when the CIA took 48 hours to
bump off the patsy Oswald. Unmistakable photographs
showing Watergate buriars and Rockefeller United Fruit
Standard Oil employees Howard Hunt and Frank Sturgis both publicly admitted CIA agents - present near the site of
the assassination in Dallas dressed as tramps have appeared
in major U.S. press. The two were also veterans of the Bay of
Pigs. In fact, the 1975 Rockefeller Commission on·
CIA activities devotes an entire chapter of its report to
covering up Rockefeller's role in the assassination plot by
desperately seeking to discredit incontrovertible
photographic evidence. Earlier, the Warren Commission,
headed by the omniprese�t lackeys Allen Dulles and John J.
McCloy, had covered up Rockefeller-CIA culpability in the
assassination.
As part of his nuclear endgame scenario, Rockefeller is
now stating that Lee Harvey Oswald was a Cuban agent.
Immediately following the Kennedy assassination, Gen.
Maxwell Taylor and McNamara ordered a massive
escalation of the Vietnam war, a move to which Kennedy, of
course, had refused to acquiesce.
Around the same time in 1963, the Institute for Policy
Studies was established by head of the National Security
Council special staff, Marcus Raskin. The Institute from the
beginning began setting up the networks of terrorist gangs
and countergangs that could later pull off a "nuclear Pearl
Harbor" as a pretext for Rockefeller police state rule and
that could be used as a 1984 fascist infrastructure.
Writing in the Liberal Papers, the Institute's Manifesto,
published just before the founding of the Institute, I.P.S.
Associate Fellow and Harvard Sociologist Daniel Riesman
said that what the U.S. needed was a Fabian Society,
modeled after the British, to break down existing institu
tions.

Rockefeller on to Nuclear Armaggeddon
For the next ten years, the Rockefeller cabal carried out
the most massive terror bombing of a civilian population in
history in Vietnam. This was part of a rung-by-rung
escalation of that war which never came off because the
Soviets adhered in the most principled way to MAD. It was
part of the Rand-Hudson Institute nuclear war game escala
tion ladder - from the Gulf of Tonkin incident to the
Christmas 1972 bombing in Cambodia.
While raining genocide down on the Vietnamese population
and attempting to get their fascist infrastructure in place in
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Western Europe and the U.S. for the final showdown,
Rockefeller and Kissinger were still trying to provoke a
nuclear confrontation with the Soviet Union.
Driven by the deepening worldwide economic depression,
the threatened collapse of the U.S. dollar, Rockefeller in
stigated the Israeli-Arab October 1973 war and the ensuing oil
hoax. Simultaneous with the drive to establish police state
Schachtian regimes in the U.S. and Western Europe, the
Rockefeller Utopian cabal in January 1974 publicly
resurrected Kissinger's "limited nuclear war doctrine"
using Rand madman and then Secretary of Defense James
"Rodney the Robot" Schlesinger as their mouthpiece.
Depite the fact that the Soviets now enjoy at least a
marginal advantage in nuclear weapons and warfighting
capability, despite the fact that the Soviets have time and
again publicly announced that their policy is that "limited
nuclear war" is not possible; and despite the fact that the
Soviets have declared that any attempt to impose Schachtian
police state regimes in the West is their tripwire for nuclear
war - a war which would kill over 150 million Americans and
devastate the economies of the West - nonetheless the
Rockefeller Utopian cabal plunges madly forward to nuclear
Armaggeddon.
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Today nuclear mania"s Nelson Rockefeller and Henry
Kissinger are conducting an insane drive to precipitate a
regional nuclear war in the Middle East and a nuclear Pearl
Harbor terrorist attack on a major Western population
center in order to bring about a nuclear war show of force
confrontation with the Soviet Union. Their fellow Utopian
conspirators are all in place . in key positions in nuclear
command-and-control posts: Kissinger protege and Council
of Foreign Relations graduate Gen. Alexander Haig heads
NATO; Rockefeller flunky and Deputy Defense Secretary for
Intelligence Robert "Lazard Freres " Ellsworth has just
installed Thomas Lattimer, certified creature of the
Utopians, as coordinator of all military intelligence net
works;
Rockefeller-Kissinger fiunky Brent Scowcroft
oversees the National. Security Council for his bosses over
and against President Ford; Air Force General and student
of James "Rodney the Robot" Schlesinger, nuclear Utopian
madman Gen. George Brown is the head of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff and holds the military under his trigger-happy button
finger; and so forth.
Unless Nelson Rockefeller and Henry Kissinger are
removed from office and their international Utopian nuclear
warfare machine dismantled, Rockefeller and Co. will
launch World War III by no later than early 1977.

